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The Canyon Ferry Valley is a treasure trove of recreation opportunities and small-town 
charm. Canyon Ferry Lake offers outdoor fun like boating, swimming and year-round  
fishing, and the surrounding Big Belt and Elkhorn mountains provide hikers, campers and 
hunters with plenty of room to roam. Anglers and floaters enjoy the Missouri River, and  
historical sites like St. Joseph’s Catholic Mission Church, Radersburg and the Broadwater 
County Museum and Library serve as key points for exploration and discovery.  

These regional strengths will be leveraged to attract visitors traveling to and from Glacier 
and Yellowstone National Parks, as well as visitors and residents from around the area and 
travelers on Highway 287. Together, Townsend and Broadwater County, along with  
Missouri Valley Marketing, are moving forward with a solid marketing strategy to put the 
town, county and surrounding areas on the map as a day-trip destination through effective 
branding and marketing of these key attractions and outdoor hot spots. 

OVERVIEW
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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this marketing plan is to establish a strategy for all of  
Townsend’s advertising and publicity to: 

a) Reach Townsend’s identified markets and audiences 
b) Present a unified message that aligns with the Montana brand 
c) Create a desire to visit and/or return, as well as consider working  
    and living in the community 
d) Get visitors to come, stay and work in Townsend 
e) Share their experience in a way that would encourage others  
    to visit or relocate as well

Overall Goals

•  Increase tourist traffic.
•  Increase awareness of day-trip potential.
•  Update the current brand to make it more universal and  
    cohesive so other businesses and organizations in the area  
    can use it to promote Broadwater County.
•  Attract new businesses, like restaurants and hotels, ultimately  
    helping to bring more people to visit and recreate in the area.

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 
•  Situated between Glacier and Yellowstone.
•  Situated between two major Montana cities,  
    Bozeman and the capital city, Helena, on Highway 287.
•  Ability to leverage Southwest Montana’s marketing efforts.
•  Ability to leverage the Montana Office of Tourism and  
   Business Development’s marketing efforts.
•  Rich in recreational attractions.
•  Easily accessible lake, river and mountains nearby.

Weaknesses 
•  Limited lodging infrastructure.
•  Limited eatery selection.
•  Limited marketing budget.
•  Limited season of operations for some activities.
•  Lack of unified branding identified assets.

Opportunities

•  Turn first-time visitors into repeat visitors.
•  Increase interest in surrounding communities to  
    visit for day trips or stop along the way to  
    other attractions.

Threats
•  Location, length and severity of Montana’s fire season.
•  Increases in the cost of gasoline.

OVERVIEW
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Surveying Key Takeaways

1. Residents enjoy outdoor recreation resources, activities and signature events  
   like Fall Fest. 

2. Nonresidents enjoy recreating in the nearby mountains, the Missouri River  
    and Canyon Ferry. 

3. The activities and attractions people enjoy most are heavily focused on recreational  
    opportunities including ATVs, mountain biking, hiking, boating, floating, fishing and 
    hunting.

4. 81% of those surveyed agreed that outdoor recreation was one of the 
    most important characteristics of Broadwater County along with 
    natural beauty (78%), friendliness (47%) and quiet (40%.)

5. A majority would like to see Broadwater County encourage innovative and sustainable  
   development that supports a long-term economic vision and attracts more customers  
   and visitors to the community. 

6. Lack of lodging/hotels, restaurants, services and amenities were all identified  
    as concerns among participants. 

OVERVIEW
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•  Raise awareness of Townsend and Broadwater County as a  
   recognized day-trip destination in identified markets and audiences.

•  Increase day-trip visitation among resident and nonresident travelers;    
   this includes attracting new travelers and encouraging current  
   travelers to visit more often.

•  Increase visitation year-round, especially in shoulder and  
   winter seasons. 

•  Continue emphasis on outdoor recreation found throughout  
    Broadwater County.

•  Identify inquiries from potential visitors through social media and  
   digital promotions to connect them to visitors, residents and partners. 

•  Continue marketing efforts that highlight Townsend’s amenities.

•  Cooperate with other tourism organizations such as Southwest  
    Montana, Visit Helena and MOTBD on marketing efforts. 

•  Incorporate Montana Office of Tourism’s branding initiative  
    into our various marketing suggestions. 

•  Encourage visitors to share their experience through emerging  
    technologies and social media. 

OVERVIEW

GOALS
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•  Further develop the website and grow traffic 10% year over year. 

•  Establish a unified brand and related creative promoting the  
   Adventure in Every Direction strategic messaging. 

•  Develop a social media presence and effective organic and paid  
   social strategy to reach the right audiences.

•  Educate visitors, potential job creators and related relocation  
   opportunities about all Townsend and Broadwater County  
   have to offer. 

•  Design a highly noticeable billboard for placement between Townsend  
   and larger communities like Helena and Bozeman. 

•  Create an ongoing marketing campaign keeping Townsend and 
    Broadwater County top of mind with the necessary targeted audiences. 

•  Develop strategic partnerships in the public and private sectors  
   across multiple industries including tourism, energy, education,  
   health care and more. 

•  Establish a consistent content creation culture promoting Townsend 
   and Broadwater County for the website, brochure, social media and 
   other emerging message vehicles, as they become available.

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES
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Target Demographics

1. Primary Target Market
 a. Current visitors to Montana who are interested in scenic  
              driving, outdoor recreation and camping.
 b. Residents of nearby communities and larger cities  
              like Bozeman and Helena. 
 c. Montana visitors that are already planning to go to  
              Yellowstone and/or Glacier National Parks. 

2. Secondary Target Market
 a. Current local businesses and possible new businesses are                        
         Broadwater County’s secondary target market. As many  
              small towns are shifting their economic focus to tourism,  
              getting buy-in from key stakeholders becomes increasingly  
     important as the town makes the move to becoming a tourism 
     destination. Townsend and Broadwater County are lacking in 
     accommodations for overnight stays as well as upscale  
     eateries and restaurants. Leveraging the opportunities  
              available to potential businesses will increase the likelihood  
     of the county becoming more than a day-trip destination. 

TARGET DEMOGRAPHICS
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By the Numbers*

•  74% of visitors to Broadwater County are repeat visitors.
 
•  80% of visitors plan to return within two years.
 
•  77% of visitors also visited Yellowstone National Park.
 
•  48% of visitors also visited Glacier National Park.
 
•  73% of visitors were interested in day hiking.
 
•  39% of visitors were interested in wildlife watching.
 
•  79% of visitors were scenic driving.
 
•  40% were car or RV camping.
 
•  17% were visiting historical sites.
 
•  Only 3% of visitors flew on a portion of their trip.
 

* ITTR, 2018 Survey of Broadwater County. Please note: information 
  gathered from small survey sample.  

DATA
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Suggested Course of Action

Marketing Plan 

This marketing plan will serve as a foundation for the ongoing strategy to  
establish Broadwater County and Townsend as a tourism destination. 

Branding Guidelines and Advertising Templates

Developed branding guidelines will set a standard of graphic elements that stakeholders in 
Broadwater County can use to market the area. Graphic elements include color guidelines, 
logo usage, sample advertisements and other visual identifiers. 

MARKETING PLAN & BRANDING

Primary Logo

Primary Logo with Tagline

Gold
RGB 224 150 38 Pantone 124 C
CMYK 11 45 100 0 Hex#e38c00

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Black
RGB 0 0 0 Pantone 440 C
CMYK 0 0 0 100 Hex#000000

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Purple-Blue
RGB 51 76 157  Pantone 2126 C
CMYK 91 81 2 0  Hex#1730fa

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Sky Blue
RGB 65 197 243 Pantone Blue 2985 C  
CMYK 60 1 0 0  Hex#41c5f3

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Green
RGB 48 179 75 Pantone 360 C
CMYK 76 0 99 0 Hex#30b34b

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Lime Green
RGB 54 0 99 0 Pantone 375 C
CMYK 82 49 87 63 Hex#81c242
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SOCIAL MEDIA RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommended social media channels and the average time users  
engage on each platform.

•  Facebook – 43 minutes.
•  Instagram – 53 minutes.
 

FACEBOOK
•  Post one time per day; no more than two times per day.
•  Look at limiting the amount of text per post.  
    (If a user has to click “Read More” at the end of the paragraph,  
    they are likely not going to see all of your content.)
•  60% owned content (your own photos, videos, unique posts).
•  30% relevant curated content (shared content from other users and pages).
•  10% promotional content with a call to action (content that has specific 
    promotional messaging, e.g., “check out our website to buy tickets”).
•  Focus on strong imagery to go along with posts. It is not recommended to 
   make a post without a photo/image or video to go alongside it.
•  Hashtags: not recommended on Facebook.
•  Take time to respond when users interact with your posts.  
    Facebook will reward you for commenting, liking and  
    responding to users on the platform.

INSTAGRAM
•  Post three to five times per week; no more than two times per day.
•  Focus on strong imagery: big landscapes, small people.
•  Tell a story with your feed; alternate between landscapes,  
    food shots and shots with people.
•  Hashtags: use 10 – 15 relevant hashtags. Recommendations:  
    #BroadWaterCountyMT #VisitMT #MontanaMoment #Montana  
    #VisitHelenaMT #VisitHelena #VisitTownsend #SouthwestMontana
•  Tag Townsend in the location of all relevant posts.
•  Take time to interact with users on Instagram who use similar hashtags. 
    Instagram will reward you for commenting, liking and responding to  
    users on the platform.

SOCIAL MEDIA
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CONTENT IDEAS
•  Community events.
•  Relevant accolades or articles on Townsend.
•  Local business highlights.
•  Season-specific posts.
•  Photos from local photographers (with permission).

TOTAL BUDGET $400 – $1000

LIKES | ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGN
•  Goal: grow audience for Townsend’s Facebook page.
•  Audience: friends of fans, email list, web traffic list from pixel  
   and a lookalike audience of each matching similar interests  
   and demographics.
•  Budget: $200 – $400.
•  Media: five hero photos of Townsend;  
   evaluate performance and optimize accordingly.

EVENT RESPONSES | FALL FEST | ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGN
•  Goal: event responses.
•  Audience: friends of fans, email list, web traffic list from  
   pixel and lookalike audience of each matching similar interests and 
   demographics; connections to people who responded to the event.
•  Budget: $100 – $300.
•  Media: photo of the event.

VISITORS | ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGN
•  Goal: Engagement
•  Audience: people traveling in Helena, Butte,  
   Three Forks and Bozeman.
•  Budget: $100 – $300.
•  Media: five hero photos of Townsend; evaluate performance  
    and optimize accordingly.

SOCIAL MEDIA
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•  Key social media leader with a larger group developing and setting the 
   editorial calendar for the social channel strategy. This leader must be  
   recognized by strategic partners and sent all public notices,  
   promotions, etc. 

•  Social channel strategy will require community outreach to acquire  
   photos, content suggestions, and a focus on the core marketing  
   plan objectives. 

•  Key social channel leader working off approved editorial calendar. 

•  Reporting monthly on the analytics available from social channels and 
   Google analytics that should be integrated into the gateway website. 

•  Focus on trends that show best engagement and optimization of the 
   calendar and related content to successful trending. 

•  Integrate paid social media advertising when budget is available to hit  
   key marketing plan objectives. 

•  Make changes to social channel leadership if growth is not consistent. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
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ADVENTURE IN EVERY DIRECTION

Outdoor Advertising – Billboards and Signage

Townsend is perfectly situated on a well-traveled highway between two large cities in 
Southwest Montana, including the state capital. Billboard advertising is the perfect  
medium to catch the eyes of travelers and encourage them to take that turn into 
Townsend. 

Gas station monitors are another form of outdoor advertising that could be successful  
in enticing visitors to stay in the Broadwater County area. Many road-trippers plan as  
they go. While pumping gas, your audience is not only captive, but attentive for an  
extended period of time. You can communicate more than just key attractions,  
but also why Townsend is a great place to stop for a day trip adventure. 
 
TOTAL BUDGET $550 monthly/ $6,600 Annually 

ADVERTISING
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ADVERTISING

LOCATION MAP
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Geotargeted Advertisements 

Geotargeting is the practice of delivering content to users who are in a select  
geographical area.

Geotargeting takes many forms but is a cost-effective way to ensure that your marketing 
dollars are being spent within geographic target markets.

This practice can be used for banner ads, search engine marketing and social media  
marketing, to name a few. Since 85% of travelers admit to planning their vacations as they 
go, Montana tourism organizations have been able to successfully utilize geotargeting  
in-state to encourage visitors to take day trips or even extend their stay.

TOTAL BUDGET $5,000 over 3 months

ADVERTISING

ADVENTURE IN EVERY DIRECTION
COME 

EXPLORE

ADVENTURE IN EVERY DIRECTION

COME EXPLORE
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TRAVEL GUIDE

Regional Travel Guide Ads

The brand guidelines and advertising templates created as part of the Broadwater County 
brand should help Missouri Valley Marketing to take advantage of print advertising  
opportunities that arise. Many times, last minute advertising placements are the most 
cost-effective. The ability to be able to quickly put together an ad that’s on brand is key 
for the success of small tourism entities. Small publications and materials created by  
strategic partners are great opportunities to put what the area has to offer in front of  
already interested visitors. Windfall recommends placing annual ads in Southwest Montana 
Travel Guide and Glacier Country Travel Guide. 

Options: 
Southwest Montana Travel Guide 
Full page ad  $2,420  

Glacier Country Travel Guide    
1/3 Page Ad  $1,675
 

ADVENTURE IN EVERY DIRECTION
Take the day and come explore 

Townsend and Broadwater County!

Xxxxxxxxx.com • 406.XXX.XXXX
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New Gateway Website

Windfall, Inc. has identified the need for an update to the current gateway website, 
townsendmt.com, to be redeveloped for Townsend/Broadwater County. Windfall  
suggests the development and positioning of the new central resource gateway  
website will streamline digital communications internally and externally. The gateway  
resource should be highly mobile responsive and user friendly across mobile platforms  
(smartphones, tablets). 

Windfall would suggest a local and/or regional web development and support resource 
that would be an ongoing partner in the growth and development of the website  
and its content. 

Windfall is not suggesting the replacement of the current digital anchors across the  
community but to construct the gateway site to provide easy passage to those existing 
resources for all types of digital users. We do want to identify high-value resources across 
those sites and suggest some of the content is lifted from those resources and added to 
the gateway resource to provide the kind of content and search engine optimization value 
necessary for the success of the website in reaching the intended audiences. 

Existing strategic digital partners who will need to work with the gateway website  
include Townsend Area Chamber, City of Townsend, Missouri Valley Marketing and  
Broadwater County.

WEBSITE
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The new gateway website content/navigational outline must include, at a minimum, the 
following key content focus points: 

•  About / History / Key Community Stakeholders / Key Liaisons  
    for Business, Tourism, Health Care, Education 
•  Nature / Outdoors / Maps of Area Recreation Opportunities 
•  Business / Jobs / Start a Business /  
    Commercial Property / Workforce Data 
•  Tourism / Visiting / Exploring / Lodging / Dining / Attractions 
•  Today / Events / Public Notices / News Feed 
•  Buy Local / Products/ Businesses / Quality Digital Storefronts 
•  Experience / Photo Gallery / Video / Social Feed 
•  Like a Local / Local Stories and Voices Covering Content Areas 

The key content areas would be laid out in sections, but navigational integration would 
be critical to connect the sections and ensure ease of use by all audiences of the gateway 
site. 

More core functionality suggestions would include: 

•  Real-time weather information and outdoor conditions report,  
    as available. 
•  Multiple forms to capture gateway site visitor information (brochure 
    request form, liaison contact form, add your event, share your voice, 
    surveying and more potential forms as points of entry to provide and 
    capture valuable information. 
•  Mobile responsive design best practices to remain mobile  
    friendly at all times. 
•  Banner advertising positions designed into the core layout providing 
    the ability to promote events, causes, promotions for the community 
    to drive visibility to site content desired by the community. They could 
    also be provided for rental of space for a fee by advertisers and  
    regional partners. 
•  Events calendar with API integration. 
•  System for brand adherence and management of the brand elements  
    for strategic partners. 
•  Social Feed. 
•  Visitor Engagement / Contests / Sharing. 
•  Ability to export local data to strategic digital marketing partners. 

WEBSITE
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Gateway Website Budget Consideration 

Windfall would expect an expense budget of $10,000 for developing the new website. 
 
•  $3,000 Design 
•  $3,000 Development 
•  $1,500 Photography / Assets 
•  $2,500 Content Collection / Writing / Editing 

TOTAL BUDGET $10,000

Windfall would expect an expense budget of $2,800 for maintaining the completed site 
annually. 

•  Hosting with sufficient security, analytics and usage resources $800 
•  Content updates throughout the year (writing, photos, events) $1,200 
•  Quality search optimization website subscription $500 
•  Misc. domain expenses and other potential plugins $300 

 

WEBSITE
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Utilize the Montana Brand 

Since 2008 Montana has worked to implement a strong, credible, and differentiating  
destination brand. The Montana brand captures the essential attributes that differentiate 
Montana from its competitors—it is authentic and enduring. The brand makes a “promise” 
to visitors about the experience Montana can deliver. The Montana brand’s promise  
to visitors is:

• More spectacular, unspoiled nature than anywhere else in the lower 48;
• Vibrant and charming small towns that serve as gateways to natural wonders; and
• Breathtaking experiences by day…and relaxing hospitality at night.

The first brand pillar—spectacular, unspoiled nature—is Montana’s ace. With Yellowstone 
National Park, Glacier National Park, Montana’s high plains, and many other outstanding 
examples, Montana’s natural assets truly differentiate it from its competitors.

The second brand pillar—vibrant and charming small towns—mitigates people’s perception 
of remoteness, assuring visitors that Montana’s towns can serve as welcoming gateways to 
the state’s natural wonders.

The third brand pillar ties it all together. It leverages Montana’s strengths (nature and  
scenery) to present a balanced visitor experience with the qualities the visitor desires 
(comfort and exhilaration).

MONTANA
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Budget: 
 
Advertising: $10,000 - $15,000 Annually
Website Update: $10,000

Sponsorships/Funding Opportunities 

Many of the recommendations within this Marketing Plan can be funded through state 
grants programs.  

• Montana Office of Tourism and Business Development Grant Program. 
 http://tourism.mt.gov/grants 
 Tourism Digital Development grant for website 
 Tourism Infrastructure 
 Tourism Event Paid Media Advertising 
• Montana Main Street Program 
 http://comdev.mt.gov/Programs/MainStreet/Resources 
• Main Street Montana Project 
 http://mainstreetmontanaproject.com/ 
• Visit Helena advertising partnerships. 
 https://www.helenamt.com/contact-us/
• Develop a Townsend Tourism Business Improvement District

Supporting Research

ITRR Nonresident Reports for Broadwater County in 2018
http://itrr.umt.edu/interactive-data/default.php

How Driving Defines Us: The Future of American Road Trips
https://skift.com/2018/05/22/how-driving-defines-us-the-future-of-american-road-trips

BUDGET, FUNDING & RESEARCH


